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An investment gap in line with Company expectations
（FYE January 2016 Q2 Results）
-Confirmed a consistent growth trajectory ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Business Profile


ENIGMO operates BUYMA.com, the largest social fashion e-commerce website in
Japan.



BUYMA.com provides a “market place” for two types of entities: “Personal
Shoppers” and “Members”. “Personal Shoppers” are individuals throughout the
world, providing items for sale to “Members”. “Members” are online shoppers,
who may shop and buy items from all over the world. “Personal Shoppers”
introduce the latest fashion items overseas through BUYMA.com website, and
once they receive the purchase order from “Members”, they purchase and ship
the items directly to them.



ENIGMO(BUYMA) stands in the middle of the “Personal Shoppers” and “Members”,
providing escrow services to ensure a safe and reliable transaction experience.



ENIGMO’s (BUYMA’s) revenue stream is realized by collecting a fee from the
“Personal Shoppers” as well as from the “Members (purchasers)” ie., on both
sides of the transaction. There are also fees collected from a paid option for the
compensation service “Anshin hosho (safe warranty)”.



The feature of BUYMA is that they introduce a wide range of ladies’ and men’s
fashion items and other home décor items and accessories simultaneously as
they appear in the fashion and other markets worldwide.



ENIGMO acquired “Rocket Venture” in Q1. Rocket Venture operates a curation
media for fashion “4meee!” and ”4yuuu!”; the former targets young females
while the latter targets young mothers. There is also a Chinese version for
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“4meee!”. Through the acquisition, ENIGMO aims to increase BUYMA users
through the sites, as well as to increase advertisement revenue from these sites.


With the large-scale promotion activities held in Q2, the number of new
members acquired have surged. The number of active membership also
seems to have increased.



Because of these activities, there was a sharp increase in advertising and
promotion expenses in Q2. There is approximately a one-month time-lag
before a purchase from a newly registered member is recognized as sales
revenue, given the company’s revenue generating structure of: member
registration⇒order from member⇒ arrival of purchase item (the point
when revenue is recognized). Therefore, as investment (expenses)
preceded revenue, profitability has deteriorated for this quarter; however,
this is in line with the Company’s expectations.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
【Results of Q2 FYE Jan 2016】

Revenue
Operating profit
operating profit ratio

Ordinary profit
ordinary profit ratio

Net profit
net profit ratio

(unit: million yen)
Non Consolidated
Q2 FYE2016 Q2 FYE2015 % YoY FY '16 (est.)
1,158
1,103 105.0%
3,436
3.9%
21
568
702
1.8%

51.5%

-

Consolidated
Q2 FYE2016
33.7%
1,198
3.0%
(41)

% Complete

20.4%

-

-

(45)

23

569

4.2%

702

3.3%

2.0%

51.6%

-

20.4%

-

-

25

351

432

31.8%

5.8%
-

(61)

2.2%

7.2%
-

12.6%

(As numbers are rounded down to the nearest million yen, the ratios of each items may differ slightly from a simple calculation of the
figures shown on the chart above.)

Transaction Volume

10,548

9,978

105.7% (Unit; MM Yen)

For this Q2 (cumulative), revenue on a non-consolidated basis was 1,158 million JPY,
a 5% increase yoy, while operating profit decreased sharply to 21 million JPY. On a
consolidated basis, the Company posted losses of 41 million JPY, and this difference
between the result of the Company on a non-consolidated basis is supposedly due
mainly to the large losses incurred by Rocket Venture Inc. (consolidated subsidiary)
who had 108 million JPY of expenses against a revenue of only 40 million JPY.
The main reason for non-consolidated operating profit declining to 3.9% yoy (ie. a
decreased of 96.3%) was because of a “timing gap”; while advertising and
promoting expenses were incurred this Q2, revenue and profit pertaining to this
expense is mainly expected after the end of Q2.
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Cum Q2 FYE Jan
2016

Previous year

yoy (%)

Personnel expenses

199 million yen

181 million yen

109.9%

Advertising expenses

636 million yen

76 million yen

837.9%

4 million yen

4 million yen

95.9%

Other

97 million yen

77 million yen

125.4%

Total

937 million yen

339 million yen

276.2%

Depreciation

As you can see from the above, advertising expenses was 636 million JPY, an
increase of 560 million JPY. On the other hand, as is shown in the diagram below,
given the structure of the Company’s business model, there is a certain time-lag
until revenue is recognized from the purchases of newly acquired members (as a
result of this mass advertising campaign) . It is because of this time-lag that profit
level is temporarily depressed.
Q3 (Aug.-Oct.2015)

Q2 (May-July 2015)

May

June

July

August

Mass campaign
Number of new membership
(July yoy 182.1%）

Amount of orders received
（July yoy 131.2%）

Actual sales recorded
（July yoy 122.3%）
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Since the mass advertising campaign was held from June to July, such timing gap
was directly reflected in results of the largely decreased profit level of Q2. However,
if we examine the KPIs below, positive results of the TV commercials can be seen.
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《Major KPIs》
① Increase in membership numbers
Membership numbers have increased 30.2% yoy to 2.56 million (as of end July
2015). Also, according to the Company’s presentation, acquisition of new members
increased 40.2% yoy for Q2, and especially surged after the mass campaign; new
membership numbers for July alone was 82.1% yoy (ie. comparing the number of
newly acquired members for July of 2014 and 2015).
《Quarterly trend in new member acquisition》
(unit: people)

FYE Jan 2012

FYE Jan 2013

FYE Jan 2014

FYE Jan 2015

FYE Jan 2016

Also, for the number of “Active members”（those members who have bought at
least once on the BUYMA site in the last year）this has also increased 12.8% yoy for
Q2. And according to the Company’s explanation, the number of members who
were active in the last MONTH, in JULY 2015, this increase was 24% yoy (ie.
compared with members with such activity for July 2014). This shows that the mass
advertising campaign contributed to the re-recognition of BUYMA to existing
members as well as expanding the number of new members.
The chart below shows the trend in the number of “Quarterly Active members” by
quarter.
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《Quarterly Trend in Quarterly Active members》
(unit: people)

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2012

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2013

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2014

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2015

Q1 Q2

FYE Jan 2016

These data clearly show that the advertising campaign has proved their expected
positive outcomes.
② Total transaction amount
However, when we look at the total transaction amount, this has only increased
12.8% yoy for Q2 and 22% yoy for July, an indication that there is a time-lag
between an acquiring members and that member making an actual transaction.
《Quarterly trend in Transaction amount by quarter》
(unit:: million yen)

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2012

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2013

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2014
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Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

FYE Jan 2015

Q1 Q2

FYE Jan 2016

This resulted in the large decrease in profit for this Q2.
Incidentally, if we adjust this quarter’s expense by removing the effect of the huge
advertising expenses, we can see that this quarter’s operating profit was almost an
increase yoy, which implies that the Company is maintaining its earning structure.

Profit margin

(Millions of yen)
1,500

60.0%
52.3%

1,196

46.7%

1,200

48.0%

41.5%

852

900

24.1%

36.0%

597

600

24.0%

568

Investment
(Advertising)
投資
（広告費）

300

9.3%

12.0%
205
1.9%

85

21
0

0.0%
第7期

FYE
Jan 2011
2011年1月

第8期

FYE 2012年1月
Jan 2012

第9期

FYE2013年1月
Jan 2013

第10期

FYE Jan
2014
2014年1月

第11期

FYE Jan
2015
2015年1月

第12期

Q2 FYE
Jan 2016
2015年7月

(July 2015)
Therefore,
what can be said is that while the Company’s fundamental income

generating structure remains unchanged, aggressive investment for the mass
advertising campaign brought about this temporary plunge in profit level.
《Measures to implement in Japan》
The Company intends to implement measures mentioned below, in order to increase
the activity of (“activate”) the acquired members, and hopes to increase their
presence in the Japanese market.
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FYE Jan 2016 Q2 July 2015
[Phase 1]
[Acquiring new members]
Spreading recognition and
establishing image
Large scale advertising copies to draw attention:
6 commercials consecutively aired during the
soccer world cup

FYE Jan 2016 Q3
October 2015
[Phase 2]

FYE Jan 2016 Q3
January 2016
[Phase 3]

[Activating members]
Having members understand our
services and promote purchases

[Maximizing sales]
Acquiring more members

Running regionally focused
commercials on TV
and on the web
to enhance customer
understanding

A distinct brand image

Acquiring more
members through the
winter sales campaign
Maximize revenue
through large-scale
TV advertising

TV viewers’ voices
Female 40s Eye catching commercial with popular figures.

Stylish commercial as the colors are calm-toned.

Female 30s I thought the commercial was cool as it had the popular figure
who I liked

Female 20s I think I may be able to find something unique- items that
nobody else has

Also, BUYMA recognition among the public is also increasing as seen below,
especially among the F1 segment (female from age 20-30) where recognition has
expanded to approximately 50%. As steady results from the promotion can be seen,
it is expected that more growth can be achieved by implementing further measures
within Japan.
50.0%

% of those who know BUYMA※

40.0%

F1

49.0%

36.4%

34.2%

(20 to 35 Female)
30.1%

30.0%
25.0%

23.6%

Aug 2015

20.8%

20.0%

17.9%
15.9%

16.6%

TOTAL
10.0%

13.2%

14.5%

0.0%
July 2011

Feb 2012

March 2013

March 2014

Feb 2015

※ those who have visited the 【shopping websites（fashion）】 within the last 6 months
F1: Females aged 20-35
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《Global expansion》
At the time of the earnings announcement, the Company also announced their
policy of their development of “Global BUYMA” as follows:
BUYMA’s advantage has always been their ability to send out information on the
latest fashion trends through their 70,000 plus Personal Shoppers (those buying the
items to exhibit) in 123 countries around the world. What the Company intends to
do moving forward is to expand this on a global scale; up to now, the purchasers of
the items were limited to Japanese people – the structure has been “N” exhibitors to
“1”(Japanese) purchaser– to a structure where both the exhibitor and purchaser will
be “N”, and for this purpose, the Company will create a global website for BUYMA.
To further this agenda, the Company will create a structure (as outlined below) to
respond to their own globalization, and intend to send out information to shoppers
outside Japan as well.

It is expected that the Company will expand its business to respond to the
so-called ”inbound needs”, selling Japanese products to people from overseas, and
the Company’s global development should be an important initiative in their future
growth.
《Medium-term growth strategy》
On the same trajectory of the business development/expansion mentioned above,
the Company also plans to create a global “BUYMA ecosystem” as expressed in the
diagram below:
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What this diagram shows is the Company’s idea to capture the needs of its members
by first introducing them to new items through their curation site, guiding them to
buy those items that interested them on BUYMA, and then, if that item is no longer
needed, sell them at their resale site; basically creating a full circle structure.
In order to create such structure, the Company intends to move from the
present ”investment” phase to a phase where they will “reorganize/ reconfigure”
their affiliate companies (as seen below) and strive for even further growth.

Media business
Media business

Investment

Resale Business

GLOBAL business

Rocket Venture

ENIGMO Korea
Image Network ,Inc.

Resale Business

GLOBAL business

To post
profits
next
period

Restructure

STULIO

BUYMA

BUYMA
BUYMA
BUYMA

FYE Jan 2015 (11th period)

FYE Jan 2016 (12th period)

Phase to invest

FYE Jan 2016 (13th period)

Phase to harvest

ends this FY

5

5

The Company also announced share buybacks of a total of 500,000 shares
(2.35% of total issued shares) on September 17th. This is an indication of the
Company’s intentions on shareholder returns and capital policies.
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SIR regards that these initiatives by the Company show that they hold a clear
vision to their future growth, and wish to continue to carefully monitor their
realization of such growth.
Yuichi Sekiguchi
CEO, Strategic IR Insight, Inc.
Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic IR Insight Inc. (hereafter “SIR”). This document is for
distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or
use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country
or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
law or regulation or would subject SIR to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. It is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular
trading strategy. No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is provided in relation to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document (‘the
Information’), except with respect to Information concerning SIR. The Information is not intended
to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in
the document. SIR does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions
expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions
expressed by other business areas or groups of SIR. Any statements contained in this report
attributed to a third party represent SIR's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions
provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and
interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise
prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SIR. The analysis
contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result
in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may
interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of
gathering, applying and interpreting market information.
SIR specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written
permission of SIR and SIR accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected by third party copyright,
trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.
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